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Abstract
This contribution considers models consisting of a large number of variables, constrained by a combination
of linear deterministic relations, representing physical knowledge of the system, and Gaussian probabilistic
relations, accounting for lack of knowledge and noisy observations. Bayesian inference in such models is
challenging due to the dimensionality of the joint posterior distribution. An algorithm known as belief propagation allows computation of marginal posteriors in an efficient way that exploits structure and sparseness
in the model. Within the context of the linear-Gaussian models considered here, the algorithm can be seen
as an extension of deterministic sparse linear algebra methods to probabilistic settings where uncertainty
quantification via posterior variances is desired. A version of belief propagation is described and applied to
two hydrological case studies that can be formulated as linear-Gaussian models, namely flow accumulation
in large drainage networks and two-dimensional groundwater flow.
Keywords: graphical models; clique tree; drainage network; Kalman smoothing.
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Introduction

Many applications in science and engineering deal with analyzing systems consisting of a large number of
interacting variables, constrained by deterministic process knowledge, while at the same time affected by
various sources of uncertainty (e.g. gaps in process knowledge, incomplete knowledge of parameters and
boundary conditions, and noisy observations). To the extent that the uncertainties can be described probabilistically, the resulting models contain both deterministic and probabilistic components. This contribution
looks at a particular subset of such models, namely ones that can be described by a combination of linear and
Gaussian constraints. Specifically, we consider the problem of computing marginal posterior distributions in
models where physical knowledge is available in the form of local linear (mass, momentum) balance equations.
Bayesian inference in linear-Gaussian models is typically achieved using a state-space formulation combined
with a suitable form of the Kalman filter/smoother (Rauch et al., 1965). A more recent approach, not limited
to state-space models, is based on belief propagation, an algorithm developed in the machine learning and
artificial intelligence community (Pearl, 1988; Koller and Friedman, 2009).
The goal here is to evaluate the belief propagation algorithm on two hydrological case studies, namely flow
accumulation in large drainage networks and two-dimensional groundwater flow. The next section starts with
a general formulation of the type of linear-Gaussian models to be solved, followed by a description of the
belief propagation algorithm, and then its evaluation on the hydrological applications.

2

Model formulation

We consider models consisting of a combination of linear deterministic constraints, representing physical
knowledge about the system, and Gaussian probabilistic constraints, accounting for lack of knowledge and
noisy observations. Define an N ×1 vector of unknowns, x, subject to a set of linear deterministic constraints.
Specifically, let there be C subsets or clusters of vector x, each of which is tied together by a linear constraint
written in standard matrix notation:
Ac xc = bc , c = 1 . . . C

(1)

where subscript c denotes a specific cluster, Ac are Mc × Nc coefficient matrices, assumed known, xc are
Nc × 1 partially overlapping
subvectors of x, and bc are Mc × 1 vectors that together form an M × 1 vector
P
b, such that M = c Mc . Any two overlapping clusters ci and cj need to agree on their values for x, leading
to additional constraints of the form:
xci (Zij ) = xcj (Zji )

(2)

where Zij and Zji are indices into clusters ci and cj of their overlapping part. Subdivision of x into overlapping clusters can be done in many different ways, but often certain divisions follow naturally from the
application. For example, many process-based models in science and engineering discretize the spatial (and
temporal) domain into grid cells or control volumes, each defining balance equations (mass, momentum,
energy) over local variables: in those cases, the set of local variables in each control volume naturally forms
a cluster.
To account for lack of knowledge and noisy observations, probabilistic constraints are introduced for x and
b. First, multivariate Gaussian probability density functions (pdf) are specified for each subvector bc :
p(bc ) = N (bc |hbc , Kbc ), c = 1 . . . C

(3)

where N (·|h, K) denotes a Gaussian pdf parameterized by mean-times-precision vector h and precision matrix K. These natural parameters are related to the regular parameterization with mean vector µ = K −1 h
and covariance matrix V = K −1 . The Gaussian distributions in Eq. 3 quantify uncertainty in the physical
constraints and/or in the boundary/initial conditions of the model. Second, in addition to physical constraints, consider a second source of information for xc in the form of noisy observations yc , also assumed to
be Gaussian and linearly related to xc :
p(yc |xc ) = N (yc |Hc xc + Gc , Kyc ), c = 1 . . . C

(4)

where Kyc quantifies precision of observations yc , and Hc and Gc provide a linear transformation from xc to
yc (e.g. to account for biased observations). When conditioned on observed yc , the above equation can be
written as a function of xc that is proportional to a Gaussian pdf over xc :
f (xc ) ∝ N (xc |hxc , Kxc ), c = 1 . . . C

(5)

where hxc and Kxc have explicit expressions as a function of yc , Hc , Gc , and Kyc (omitted for brevity).
The deterministic and probabilistic constraints defined above are multiplied together to yield a joint posterior
pdf over x and b, conditioned on observations and known/assumed quantities which are collected in D =
{A, hx , Kx , hb , Kb }:
Y
Y
p(x, b|D) ∝
N (xc |hxc , Kxc )N (bc |hbc , Kbc )δ(Ac xc − bc )
δ(xci (Zij ) − xcj (Zji ))
(6)
c

ij

where δ is the Dirac delta function used to denote deterministic constraints. Interest is now in computing
marginal posterior distributions of individual variables xi , i = 1...N , specifically for the case when N is large
(> 106 ). The following section describes how this is done.
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3.1

Inference
Direct approach: matrix inversion

Since all model components are linear and Gaussian, the joint distribution in Eq. 6 is Gaussian, and so are
all the marginal distributions. The most straightforward way then of doing inference is to first generate the
joint posterior by multiplying and assembling all components:
p(x, b|D) ∝ N (x|hx , Kx )N (b|hb , Kb )δ(Ax − b)

(7)

where vectors (hx , hb ) and matrices (A, Kx , Kb ) are assembled from their individual cluster components.
Integrating out b from the joint yields the multivariate Gaussian posterior over x:
p(x|D) = N (x|h = hx + A0 hb , K = Kx + A0 Kb A)

(8)

where A0 is the transpose of matrix A. This joint distribution can then be marginalized to get posteriors for
individual variables xi , i = 1...N . Marginalization however requires computation of the covariance matrix,
and thus expensive inversion of N × N precision matrix K, which gets harder as the number of variables
3
increases. For example, for N = 106 , matrix inversion by (dense) Cholesky decomposition requires N3 ≈ 1017
floating point operations, and storage of N2 (N + 1) = 5 × 1011 elements, corresponding to a memory footprint
of 4 TB (assuming each element is stored as an 8-byte floating point number). Thus, for large models the
direct approach has severe limitations in terms of speed and storage.

3.2

Distributed approach: belief propagation

We get around these bottlenecks by exploiting structure and sparseness in the precision matrix K, which
results from sparseness in coefficient matrix A, and is due to the fact that linear constraints in cluster c only
depend on a subset of the entire vector x. First note that the marginal posterior means µ can be obtained by
solving a system of linear equations, i.e. Kµ = h, using standard sparse linear algebra methods. However,
these methods do not yield marginal posterior variances. Instead, we propose an implementation of the
belief propagation algorithm (Pearl, 1988; Koller and Friedman, 2009). This algorithm allows computation
of marginal posteriors in an efficient way that exploits structure and sparseness in the model. Within the
context of the linear-Gaussian model considered here, the algorithm can be seen as an extension of deterministic sparse linear algebra methods to probabilistic settings where uncertainty quantification via posterior
variances is desired.
Belief propagation can be understood as performing message passing on a factor graph representation of the
model (Kschischang et al., 2001). A factor graph is a visual depiction of a factorized function, such as the
joint posterior in Eq. 6, where each factor in the product is drawn as a rectangular node. The variables
on which each factor depends are represented by circular nodes and are connected with edges to each factor
they participate in. The factor graph for the linear-Gaussian model in Eq. 6 is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Factor graph of the linear-Gaussian model in Eq. 6. Arrows show information
exchange via messages in the belief propagation algorithm: (a) local initialization of cluster
marginals and (b) updating by message passing between clusters.
Belief propagation computes marginal posterior distributions for individual clusters, without forming the entire joint posterior as in Eq. 8. It does so through a process of iterative refinement, starting with initialization
of cluster marginals by incorporating the local deterministic and probabilistic constraints (Fig. 1a):
Z
p(xc |D) ∝ N (xc |hxc , Kxc )
bc

N (bc |hbc , Kbc )δ(Ac xc − bc )dbc ∝ N (xc |hxc + A0c hbc , Kxc + A0c Kbc Ac )

(9)

This is the local (cluster) version of Eq. 8. Next, each cluster marginal is updated in turn by exchanging
information with other clusters. Information exchange occurs by sending messages m, in the form of Gaussian
distributions. Specifically, propagation of information from cluster ci to cj occurs in three steps (Fig. 1b):
p(x |D)

• Send message from cluster ci to factor sij : mci →sij (xci ) ∝ ms ci→c
ij
i
R
• Send message from factor sij to cluster cj : msij →cj (xcj ) ∝ xc \xc δ(xci (Zij )−xcj (Zji ))mci →sij (xci )dx
i

• Update marginal posterior of cluster cj :

j

p(xcj |D) ∝ mcj →sij (xcj )msij →cj (xcj )

Repeated application of these three basic steps throughout the graph yields cluster posterior distributions,
which are exact if the factor graph does not contain any cycles, and approximate if it does. Posteriors for
individual variables xi , i = 1...N are obtained by marginalizing cluster posteriors. If clusters are of much
lower dimension than N (which is the case when coefficient matrix A is sparse), this results in significant
reductions in computational and memory requirements compared to the direct approach of assembling and
marginalizing the entire joint posterior.

4

Application

The distributed approach based on belief propagation is illustrated with two applications that feature a
combination of deterministic and probabilistic constraints: flow accumulation in large drainage networks and
two-dimensional groundwater flow.

4.1

Flow accumulation in large drainage networks

The goal is to estimate spatially variable flow in a large drainage network, accounting for the effect of uncertainty in local runoff and noisy river flow data on accuracy of the resulting flow estimates. Flow directions are
derived from gridded elevation data (O’Callaghan & Mark, 1984), and the tree-like structure of the resulting
drainage network, with drainage outlet representing the root of the tree, translates into a tree-structured
factor graph (no cycles), asP
shown in Fig. 2. Each linear constraint in Eq. 1 in this case corresponds to
a local water balance, xi − j∈Ui xj = bi , where xi represents flow out of grid i, Ui is the set of grid cells
draining into grid i, and bi is local runoff. Uncertainty in local runoff and noisy river data are included via
p(bc ) (Eq. 3) and p(xc ) (Eq. 5), respectively.

Figure 2: Drainage network on a grid and corresponding factor graph (as in Fig. 1).
Since the graph is a tree, posteriors can be computed efficiently by passing messages from leaves to root,
followed by passing messages from root to leaves, a process known as clique or junction tree inference (Koller
and Friedman, 2009) - when the drainage network is a single chain (no tributaries), this is equivalent to the
upward-downward pass of the Kalman smoother (Rauch et al., 1965). The resulting uncertainty is quantified
by Gaussian posteriors for each flow variable xi , with standard deviations shown in Fig. 3. For this network
of 3 million variables, for which the direct approach is all but impossible, inference using the distributed
approach (belief propagation) required just a few seconds of CPU time and a few GB of storage.

Figure 3: Posterior standard deviations (high, medium, low) of cumulative flow in a natural
drainage network consisting of 3 million variables. The right figure illustrates reduction of
uncertainty by measuring flow at a location indicated by the arrow.

4.2

Two-dimensional groundwater flow

In contrast to the previous application, the direction of groundwater flow cannot typically be determined
a priori. Instead, it is determined a posteriori by calculating groundwater levels defined on a regular grid,
resulting in a flow network as shown in Fig. 4 (Wang & Anderson, 1995). Each linear constraint in Eq. 1
again corresponds to a local water balance, now formulated as
2(Trow + Tcol )xi − Trow (xl + xr ) − Tcol (xu + xd ) = bi

(10)

where xi represents groundwater level in grid cell i, Trow and Tcol are aquifer transmissivities along rows and
columns in the grid, xl , xr , xu , and xd are groundwater levels in cells to the left, right, up, and down of cell
i, and bi is a local inflow (e.g. recharge). Uncertainty in parameters/boundary conditions and noisy water
level measurements are included via p(bc ) (Eq. 3) and p(xc ) (Eq. 5), respectively.

Figure 4: Flow network and factor graph for two-dimensional groundwater flow.
The presence of cycles in the factor graph of Fig. 4 has two implications for inference using belief propagation
(Koller & Friedman, 2009). First, multiple passes (iterations) are required to achieve convergence. Second,
only approximate results are obtained for the posterior variances, although the posterior means are still exact.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which compares approximate posterior standard deviations computed with belief
propagation and the exact ones from the direct approach. As expected, the results become more accurate
as the strength of the cycles weakens, simulated in this case by increasing anisotropy in aquifer transmissivity (ratio of Trow to Tcol ), which gradually transforms groundwater flow from fully two-dimensional to
approximately one-dimensional. To get more accurate results for fully two-dimensional groundwater flow,

it will be necessary to implement more sophisticated versions of belief propagation (Koller & Friedman, 2009).

Figure 5: Accuracy of belief propagation (relative to direct approach) for computing posterior standard deviations of groundwater levels in a two-dimensional grid as a function of
flow anisotropy (flow gets less two-dimensional from left to right).

5

Conclusions

Belief propagation is an efficient and accurate algorithm for computing marginal posteriors in linear-Gaussian
models if the underlying graphical representation of the model corresponds to a tree. This is the case for
drainage networks in hydrology, allowing efficient computation of both posterior means and variances in
networks with millions of variables. If the flow network contains cycles (loops), as is the case e.g. for
two-dimensional groundwater flow, then the local nature of belief propagation leads to double-counting
of information and under-estimation of posterior variances. Future work will evaluate various strategies
to improve the variance estimates in such models, including merging individual clusters to remove cycles
(Koller & Friedman, 2009), iterating over trees embedded in the loopy graph (Sudderth et al., 2004), and
generalizations of the basic belief propagation algorithm (Yedidia et al., 2005).
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